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Aged ask us of our assistance, 
our availability, 

our smile. 



INTRODUCTION 

The aged have played a great role in the society to uphold it and to cause continuity of 

customs and cultural values that have given people their identity. The wisdom and many 

experiences are still useful to the present and future generations. 

The aged have spent their lives, time and energy to provide for their children (younger 

generations). They have sacrificed their utmost resources trying to secure/ create a better 

future. The challenge is for all of us to show gratitude for all that they did and treat them 

with respect. Not only because of what they did but because of who they are. In 

welcoming the aged, supporting, caring and respecting them we are doing it to Jesus who 

will judge us according to how we treated the poor among us and especially the 

marginalised. 

Aging is a biological fact that brings forth many problems; physical, economical, 

emotional, social, spiritual, etc. It is a time of strain for the individual, family and 

society. Today due to the consequences of old age, the aged are looked at as liability by 

the younger generation. 

In our modem world with all the complexity and advancements of technology, we are 

facing many realities which never existed few decades ago. One of such realities is the 

rapid rising number of the aged people. Advancements in medical science have made it 

possible for many diseases regarded as 'killer' to be controlled. As a result many people 

live longer. 

Well, long life for me is something very paradoxical. It is a gift and a struggle both for 

the individual and for the society. Many aged people suffer frail health, mental 

retardation, etc. They suffer a lot of loneliness and isolation. Modem era has come 

forth with many changes that has caused total or partial disintegration of the extended and 

nuclear families. As a result, many aged persons are left alone in their homes. This is a 

disadvantage for the aged who suffer the loneliness and for the young who are not able to 

profit from the experiences and wisdom of the aged. Yet, amidst these struggles, long life 

is still a gift. 
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With disintegration of family unit, many values about life are also lost. The young 

generations no longer look at the aged with reverence for their wisdom and experience. 

Instead, they think of the aged in terms of problems and needs. Following the new 

cultures of individualism and scarcity of resources, many people try to push aside and 

ignore the needs of the needy. Many aged people are abandoned and not given chance to 

live peacefully their last phase of life. 

This fact finding report is meant to show the main problems and challenges facing the 

aged and suggesting one way of addressing the challenge. 

This is based on my long holiday experience at Nyumba ya Wazee, Kasarani. I worked 

here trying to inform myself on the Purpose, Objectives, organization and, short-term and 

long-term Strategies of the project. 



Definition of terms 

Nyumba ya Waite—These are Kiswahili words meaning, a home for the aged or elderly 

people. Nyumba in this case means a home and Wazee means 

the aged people men and women. 

Aged 	 I have used the term aged for the elderly people men and women. 

In the home they are those aged sixty years and above. 

Home 

	

	 This term will be used in this paper to mean the entire project/ 

institute/ Nyumba ya Wazee. I will use the terms Home and 

Project synonymously. 

Jan 	 It is a French word written as one reads it in kiswahili. It means 

Jeanne. Jeanne Jugan is the foundress of the congregation of the 

Little sisters of the poor. 

Blocks------------------ Large buildings which are divides into smaller rooms. These are 

the residential places for the aged. 

Infirmaries 	The blocks that are used by the aged who are more sick and 

weak. 

Invalid— 	-The chronically ill, the aged who are bed-riden. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

1.1 Historical background of Nyumba ya Wazee project 

Nyumba ya Wazee is a home for the elderly people, run by the Little sisters of the poor. 

The congregation of the Little Sisters of the Poor, who run the project was founded in 

France in 1839 by Blessed Sr.Jeanne Jugan. It is accordi  g  to Jeanne Jugan's spirit and 

charism that the Sisters look after the aged all over the world. Hence, together with 

carrying out the mission of their congregation, the sisters run the project according to the 

needs of the place and people. The sisters work where they are needed, where there are 

old neglected people: those with no family members to look after them, and also those 

who are in an impoverished, destitute state. It is written: 

Caring for the elderly, those most in need of material goods, of care and of love, in an evangelical 

spirit ofjoyous poverty, of simplicity, of fraternal love, of unbounded confidence in God, was 

and is still, the math apostolate of 'The Little sisters of the poor' from the time of Jeanne Jugaril  

Again it is written: 

"Our vocation as Little Sisters of the Poor is a call to live through love in the service of 

the elderly poor."2 Nyumba ya Wazee was started to look after the old people whose life 

is generally full of many sufferings and difficulties. 

It is necessary therefore to note that, this project is not only trying to address a felt need. 

This is also a ministry for the entire congregation. In this ministry, the target the group is 

the aged. 

The home is in Nairobi Province, Kasarani Division off Thika road near Safari Park 

hotel, opposite Moi complex sports centre. It is called 'Jan Jugan Nyumba ya Wazee,' in 

loving memory of the foundress of the congregation Blessed Sr. Jeanne Jugan. 

The project was started in 1980, when the sisters came to live in Nairobi. Earlier on, the 

Sisters could not start the home for the aged because the Church in Kenya was not for 

the idea of taking the aged from their home areas and institutionalize them, Bishops 

emphasized much about family unit integrity. Later on the church saw the need as the 

CE Paul Milcent, Jeanne Jugan..  Little Sisters of the Poor, trans., back cover. 
2  Little Sisters of the Poor, "Testimonies" In Safe Home Little Sisters of the Poor, (London: LSP autumn 
1997, No. 198), p.22. 



number of the aged poor with no one to cart for them was increasing. Cardinal Maurice 

Otunga, the then Archbishop of Nairobi Archdiocese, invited the Sisters to work in 

Nairobi. He bought for them a small piece of land, about five hectares. The church also 

recognized and appreciated the good work the Congregation of the Little Sisters of the 

Poor was already doing in Mombasa since 1968. 

The Sisters started the project with seven aged persons: five women and two men. They 

had small premises, temporary houses and all the work was done manually. It was a 

difficult but enjoyable beginning until the problem of robbery, robbery with violence 

came in. The sisters were attacked twice. After the second time, they decided to close 

the home for the aged and the convent until further arrangements could be made. 

They took the seven aged and two sisters to Mombasa where they have another home for 

the aged. Three sisters stayed around seeking accommodation from sisters of other 

different congregations, and looked after construction work which was going on. This 

state of being unsettled took almost one year, until the house for the sisters and a few 

houses for the aged were ready. The state of living like nomads was very stressing but 

the sisters persevered. It seemed they understood and internalized the saying ̀ no pain no 

gain'. Then the sisters and the aged resettled and continued with the project work and 

their community life. 

In 1985, this home was marked by the Kenyan Bishops with special regard for the 

commemoration of, the Eucharistic Congress and the Holy Father John Paul U's visit to 

Kenya. During this time, the bishops donated some amount of money (I have to conceal 

money figures )to uplift the home. 

From seven, the number of the aged increased little by little. Today, they have a number 

ranging from sixty to seventy. The fluctuation of the number is caused by death of the 

aged since they are taken care of until they die. When one dies, the place is soon 

replaced by another who is most in need, among those in the waiting list. 
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1.2 Purpose of the Project 

Nyumba ya Wazee project aim at giving the aged their dignity, to show them love and to 

make them feel at home by providing a home for them, to help them live the last phase 

of their lives with dignity and cheerfulness of heart. Theptupose is in line with the spirit 

of the foundress Jeanne Jugan who stated: 

"In respecting the dignity of the elderly, their right to life, in listening to them, being sensitive 

to their desires, even those which are unspoken, we show them the tenderness of God 

towards all people without distinction. With this vision of faith we advance more deeply into 

the love of God always discovering more of the richness of the elderly, very real and present 

in today's world."3  

Yes, the elderly are precious gifts to the society even in their biological weaknesses. 

Being among the poor, they are asking for the right to share in enjoying material goods 

and to make good use of their little capacity to participate in work, thus creating a world 

that is more just and prosperous for all. To participate in bringing about development for 

the whole person and for all persons since development is a question of building up the 

person and concretely enhancing evety individual's dignity and creativity as well as his 

capacity to respond to IS personal vocation and thus to God's cal1.4  Cardinal Gabriel-

Marie, who lived and died in the home of the aged run by the Sisters, giving testimony to 

the work and mission of the aged said: 

"The little sisters of the poor are to be found everywhere, wherever there are men and 

women experiencing the cruel ordeal of old age with no one to love them. They are there to make 

sure that the aged feel loved, to console those tired old eyes with an answering glance of 

affection, to love the aged poor as individuaLs."5  

3  Little sisters of the poor, "Testimonies", In Safe home , Little sisters of the poor, (London: LSP 
Autumn 1997 no. 198), P. 22. 
4  cf Pope John Paul II On the Human Person at the Centre of Society (Nairobi: St. Paul Publications, 
1991), p.61. " 
5  Gabriel Marie Garrone Poor in Spirit, Jeanne Jugan, Alan Neame, trans. (Darton, Longman & Todd 
United Britain, 1977) P. 12. 
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1.3 Objectives 

As long as the aged live in the home, be it a short or a long period, the sisters want; 

-To make them feel loved by loving them and by providing for their needs. 

-To make the elders feel that they matter a lot in the society and that they are precious. 

-To make the aged feel secure and gain a sense of belonging. They create new family for 

them; a home. 

-To help them physically, psychologically and spiritually, in such a way that they do not 

have an exaggerated fear of death because of their past life experiences. Through 

reconciliation, to touch the soul and cause healing to take place. 

- To help them to be happy and to prepare them in the last days of their lives to meet God 

their creator in peace. 

The project of Nyumba ya Wazee has a long history. It is not only addressing a social 

problem but it is an apostolate, a ministry for the Sisters. Hence the objectives of the 

ministry are very clear. They are achievable. Some of the objectives are measurable and 

others are not as they are internalized. 

As I lived and worked in the project I felt that, these objectives are related to the needs of 

the people and the purpose of the project. The activities carried out will clear show how 

the objectives and purpose are related. 



Feeding activities. 
The aged are given four meal daily 
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CHAPTER TWO 

2.0 ACTIVITIES 

2.1 Feeding 

The project is person oriented in that, the management staff tries to consider the persons 

being taken care of, where they come from, and they have a clear vision of where they 

are intending the persons to be development-wise. Since the home cares for the poor 

aged, those most in need of material things, care and love, they cater for their needs 

gradually in an ascending manner from those which are more intense to those less intense. 

The first need to address is the need for food. Feeding them is the first attention and very 

essential because a hungry man is an angry man. The idea of being certain that they will 

get food regularly keeps them calm and without unnecessary anxiety. They give the aged 

four meals a day. This helps to cure some sicknesses like malnutrition, skin problems and 

other problems associated with eating improper diet. Their other physiological needs are 

taken care of as they are given clothes and shelter. 

In order to carry out feeding activity efficiently, the home has a big kitchen where food is 

prepared and cooked. Another group of people (Sisters and employees) serve the food to 

the aged who are able to go to the dining room. Those who can not are fed in their 

rooms. To avoid cross-infection, the utensils of those very sick are separately cleaned and 

kept. 

2.2 Shelter 

The project provide a place for the aged to stay in and they are assured that this is their 

new home and those others present are there to make their lives more manageable and 

bearable. The aged are given each a room and are provided with enough privacy. There 

are a few couples who are given double rooms to share. The rooms are kept tidy and 

cleaned every day. 
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Cleanliness is very much emphasized. It helps to prevent some sicknesses becoming a 

bother to the home. Bedding and clothing items are cleaned very often. To facilitate 

cleanliness of the home, they have a big, fully equipped laundry and linen rooms where 

clothes are cleaned and stored when not in use. There is a sister-in-charge of this 

department and she is helped by employees to carry out all activities in this department. 

Having their basic needs met, slowly, a sense of being secure and being safe develops. 

As one meet other aged and live together as a family, a sense of belonging develops. 

They share their stories and life experiences which helps them to understand each other 

more, hence they are able to appreciate each other and to create a home atmosphere. 

The Sisters also go to share and listen to each of them regularly. In this way, the aged 

find friends who truly care for them. Hence, the problem of loneliness in a way is 

resolved. 

The care given helps the aged, especially those who never had families of their own to 

realize that, families can be created not in biological process only but also in caring and 

sharing, and intending to do so. Families can be intentional. 

Having their physiological needs being met, feeling secured and having developed a sense 

of belonging, the aged start to have a sense of self-worth and begin to work on self-

esteem. They are able to value themselves on who they are and not on what they can do. 

As I observed them, I felt that to some great extent, some of the aged have attained higher 

self-esteem because, they could give services which with my African mentality could not 

imagine being done by men. For example, men are not expected to do activities like 

washing dishes or drying them up especially when there are women. In the Home, men 

volunteer to help in drying up dishes, setting the table for meals, folding clothes in the 

linen room, etc. Without a high degree of self-esteem, it would not be possible for men 

to do the so called 'women activities'. The little activities the aged do are necessary and 

essential for the project because they facilitate attainment of the goal. 



Nursing and nurturing, 
a good way to express love, 
kindness and appreciation. 
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2.3) Nursing and nurturing 

There are five blocks for the aged, three for men, one of them being the infirmary for 

those who are more sick and two blocks for ladies, one is the infirmary. The aim of 

having particular blocks for those who are more sick is to give them more care and 

attention. 

All the aged have some sickness of one kind or more. Having infirmary blocks facilitate 

work because one can reach the invalids easily when they are together. Some people are 

perpetually on their beds, or sitting, they have to be fed, bathed and done almost 

everything, except involuntary actions. For example, they are to be put on and out of 

bed, they have to be changed into different positions. Others are on the wheelchair and 

are done for, most of the things. 

Others need constant care from a person, for example, they have to be helped to stand up 

in order to move somewhere else. Some are strong and can do few things for themselves 

like dressing and eating without much help from others. This self reliance is not always 

there, they often get sudden attacks which leave them helpless and in need of much help. 

The aged who are in other blocks which are not infirmary are able to do some few things 

by themselves and others even help in a few activities canied out in the home. 

Sister-in-charge of each block look after the needs of all the aged in that block, each of 

them individually. She is helped by one of the employees. She makes sure that the 

elderly have their personal things, they are kept clean and that they are healthy (the 

healthiest they can be, keeping in mind their terminal illnesses). In case of minor health 

problems, the sister gives medication or go to the sister nurse who attend the patients 

(always, there is at least one registered nurse, presently, two of the sisters in the home are 

nurses by profession). In the present time, there is a shortage of sisters and some sisters 

have to take care of two blocks. This entail a lot of work. 

When they come into the home, many of the aged will have very common sicknesses like 

malnutrition, worms, ulcers, skin diseases, tuberculosis, asthma, etc. due to eating 
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improperly or sleeping out or in filthy situation. They will also have other sicknesses 

which are not common to the majority like: strokes, heart problems, rheumatism, gastric 

problems, cancer in various parts of the body, wounds (sores), chronic cough, malaria, 

urinary problems- which demand the use of catheters in the long run, eye problems 

(partial blindness), partial deafness, dumbness, psychological disorders, dementia and 

social problems which makes the sufferer unable to mix with others, etc. It is the duty of 

Sisters to see what they can do to help the aged in these situation in order that they do not 

suffer even more, unnecessarily. 

NB. This home is not a hospital although looks after many aged who are chronically ill. 

2.4 Spiritual care 

We are all on a journey of becoming what we are meant to become, what we are created 

for. Although people can help us to reach where we can not on our own, there is a stage 

where by, even people can not help us. It is where we do it alone with God or the 

Supreme Being one believes in. Our highest need is to be self-actriali7ed. Self-

actualization implies that one is in good relationship with Self, Others and God. We need 

to have good relationship with ourselves before we can have good relationship with 

Others. "The apex of development is the exercise of the right and duty to seek God, to 

know him and to live in accordance with that knowledge."6  All the projects for human 

development need to seek this end, a holistic and integral development. 

To address this yearning of the human heart for God, the home for the aged has various 

activities being caniec/ out. The Sisters talk to the aged about God, his love and care for 

all whom he created. The Sisters encourage the aged to go for Eucharistic celebrations 

which are held daily. In their daily programme, there is a time set apart for prayers. They 

have reconciliation services once in two months. 

There is a priest who lives in the home who takes care of individual's spiritual needs. 

There is opportunity for the aged to go for spiritual direction. The aged are given short 

6  Pope John Paul II,  On the Human Person at the Centre of the Society (Nairobi: St. Paul Publications-
Africa, 1991), p 61. 
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talks and they are encouraged to accept their situation of physical weakness and mental 

retardation due to age and sicknesses. They are given talks about the hereafter, the life 

after death. They are told about a loving and forgiving God, a God who is always ready 

to welcome us when we return to him with a desire to live for him. In this way they are 

helped to overcome exaggerated fear of death because of their past life experiences. 

Many of us fear death because we do not have any clear idea of what one will be, with 

whom will one be, or where one will be. These uncertainties creates fear of death. It is 

necessary therefore to help people live reconciled lives. To be reconciled with oneself, 

others and with God is essential for helping a person to await death peacefully and with 

serenity of mind and heart. 

2.5 Recreation animation 

There is animated recreation once a week. During this time the Sisters come up with a 

game, joke, an activity or a dance which they ask the aged to participate. Recreation is 

very essential. It helps the aged to forget a bit their problems and help them realize that 

they can make others happy by doing little things. In order to avoid monotony, they try to 

get many items as possible for variety. The encourage volunteers to participate in 

animation of recreation. Once in a while, the aged are taken for an outing. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

3.0 INTERNAL ORCrAIVIZATION 

3.1 Administration 

The Sisters are the administrators of the project. The Mother Superior is in-charge of the 

administration of the home. She has an assistant and a councilor who are also sisters. 

Together they look after the financial matters, plan for the improvement of the home. 

They organize to see who are to do different activities to facilitate smooth running of the 

project. 

Recruitment issues, they look into the issues pertaining bringing in new members when 

there is a vacancy. They have a complete list of the names of the aged in the home and 

some details about each person (see appendix No.l). During recruitment, no one is 

disriminated because of race, tribe, religion, etc. 

On admission, the Sisters ask the person to be taken for chest X-ray and blood test for 

HIV (positive). The person who can not afford to pay for the test, the sisters send them 

after ten (10) days. If a person is diagnosed to have an infectious disease then they are 

admitted to the hospitals. Presently the Sisters are not much eager to take in the aged 

who are proved to be HIV(positive), although they are among the poorest of the poor in 

the society of today. Since there are many aged poor in need Sisters do not want to make 

the home a place for AIDS patients only. 

There are various reasons why they do not want to keep the AIDS patient together with 

others e.g. the other aged people will not be happy being aware that some of them are 

having such a sickness. For this reason, the Sisters try to keep it secret in case they 

discover that one of them is HIV (positive), they just inform the caretakers. One thing is 

clear that if they get to know that one is HIV while already in the home, they will not 

send him/her away. 

Secondly, maintaining the person with AIDS is very expensive. They need special 

medicines and treatment, clothes and food. Their clothes and anything that the patient 
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use has to be cleaned and kept separately to avoid cross-infection. The people caring for 

them need special clothing to wear when going to attend them. With all the things being 

kept separately it is quit expensive to buy enough for all the patients. Keeping in mind the 

nature of getting funds as we will see below, it is not easy to maintain many people who 

have AIDS if mixed with those who are not. 

They keep a record (Muster roll) for all the employees and some details about each of 

them. This helps them to know how to distribute the work among the employees. They 

look into the matters pertaining compensation of employees. 

3.2 Employees 

The work is well spread among the twenty (20) employees and the Sisters. Among the 

activities going on in the project to sustain it and to facilitate the attainment of the goal 

are: cooking, laundry work, cleaning, gardening, driving and caring for the needs of the 

aged. In accordance with work available, the employees are grouped into three working 

groups. There are groups 11, V and VII in accordance to what is written in the 

employment Act for Churches and Church related institutions. The employees job 

description and remuneration are according to their working group (see appendix No. 2). 

The project has one sister who is in-charge of all the workers and she looks after their 

needs. All the same, each sister is expected to take care of the employees in her 

department, to train them while working together. Trying to make them understand the 

nature of their work. To help them understand and feel convinced that, their work needs 

total dedication, and not working for sordid money, but to work with gladness (cf., 1 

Peter 5:24). Each sister is expected to train the workers to serve the aged poor in the 

spirit of littleness and hospitality and to let that spirit show in all the undertakings. 

In all the departments of work, I feel that there is a very good management that enhances 

team-spirit and teamwork. I felt that the employees are responsible. They do not seem to 

be working just for money but that, they are getting some sense of fulfillment in what 

they are doing. They work responsibly and are sure of what they are doing and what they 

are required to do. One of them, who has worked in the project from the early years of 

its foundation, Joyce by name says: 
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"For me, the work of serving the elderly people who are poor is a vocation (call) and I do it with 

total dedication and commitment. I am happy with it and I feel fulfilled in serving these poor 

aged people. I don't just work for money, for me it is also a learning experience. The sisters 

appreciate us also" 

This is a testimony! felt fitting not only for Joyce but for all the workers. They are ready 

to help where there is a need: thus they can leave their departments to help where there is 

a need. 

The cause of spirit of dedication in employees is expressed by Benedetta Wakonyo. She 

has been working with the project for the last four years. She says: 

"I am happy working here at Nyumba ya Wazee because I feel that 1 am recognized, misted and 

appreciated. When the sisters (senior staff) by-pass me (and even others) working they say 

thanks with gentleness and deep compassion. This boost my energy to work even more. This 

sense of being recognized give me a strong desire to do my best in all the work that 1 arm asked 

to give a hand in. I feel it is my work and for my good not just sisters' work."8  

Recognition, trust and appreciation have acted as a motivation -antidote. What Benedetta 

says is a very common attitude and conviction of many of the employees and I feel it has 

kept many of them going on. It is necessary, therefore to note that, among the twenty 

employees, all of them have worked in this project for more than three years. In fact 

most of them started working when the house was re-opened, after the closure due to 

theft, robbery and threats as explained above. 

There is a sense of being trusted in the employees that make them to work with a sense of 

self-confidence, helps them to give their whole self to the service of the elderly people. 

Some of the employees even report earlier to work and give their service at the best time, 

quality time not just clock time but the time they know that they can give good service in 

tents of quality. 

3.2.1 Conditions of work 

The employees are entitled to work for forty five (45) hours spread on six days in a week. 

If they are asked to work overtime, they are paid one and a half times more than normal 

working days per hour and if they work on public holidays, they are paid double of the 

working days. 

'Joyce Wanjilcu, Interviewed by Sr. Margaret, Jan Jugan Nyumba ya Wazee, 9.6 1998. 
8 Benedetta Wakonyo, interview by Sr. Margaret, Nyumba ya Wazee, 17.7.1998. 
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The workers have an annual leave of twenty six (26) working days with full pay. They 

are given traveling allowance. 

The employees have a sick leave of sixty (60) days maximum within a year with full pay 

provided that one produces medical certificate. In case one is still very sick, one is given 

sixty days more with half pay of salary. 

They have something they call compassionate leave for the employees. It is for five days 

maximum per year but without payment. 

Majority of workers are women, therefore, management has to think seriously about 

maternity leave. The expectant mothers are usually given a leave of sixty working days 

with full pay. During the year they go for maternity leave, women are not given annual 

leave. 

The employees compulsory retirement age is fifty five (55) years but if one wants to retire 

at an earlier age e.g. fifty (50) is allowed. All the retirees get a retirement benefit of 

money worth twenty three (23) days of work per each complete year of service. This 

retirement benefit is not a lot and can not sustain a person with no other income for a 

long time. 

The project does not re-train the employees. If the employees wish to advance 

themselves, they do so on their own. The employees are trained informally by the Sisters 

on how to do various things in order to facilitate attainment of the goal. 

3.2.2 Difficnitioc involved in handling the employees. 

Although the employees are generally good and quite responsible, they have a great 

problem between themselves. Their main problem is lack of unity. They fear each other 

and some feel that others are out to cause them harm, to speak against them to the 
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authority so that they may lose their jobs. This is a serious fear because, jobs are very 

scarce in our country and no one is ready to lose what is already at hand. 

The employees also complain about their salary. Although their salaries and other 

benefits are relatively high, they wish it would be much higher. With economy going 

down so rapidly and commodities being too expensive this is a genuine complain. 

3.3 the aged 

The aged being the main beneficiaries and target of the project are asked to give some 

services according to their capability. In this connection, there are some who help in the 

kitchen in preparing the food e.g. peeling potatoes, cutting vegetables, etc. Others help in 

drying up dishes after every meal. There are those who help in the linen-work to fold 

clothes. They give these services mainly in the morning section. There are two men who 

are assigned to look after the gate, to open and to close it during the day. There is one of 

the ladies who has volunteered herself to take care of the dogs and a man helps her. 

Together they clean for the dogs and feed them. 

One old man is very happy because he has a trade in carpentry, he is usually given some 

woodwork to do. He is very happy to render his service. It keeps him occupied most of 

the time. He uses his creativity and the know-how to make some things like boxes for 

Cigarette lighters, crucifix, etc. 

3.4 the volunteers 

There are many volunteers who come to render services to the project. There are those 

who come on regular basis e.g. twice a week and others who come irregularly. All the 

activities are geared to make sure that the elderly feel at home. Below is a list of some of 

the volunteers. 

* Mrs. Kiilu - She comes twice a week and she helps in cooking for the elderly or 

does whatever other work she is asked to do. 

* Two Indian ladies from St. Mary's School, they come once a week and help 

mainly to animate recreation for the elderly 
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* Some Kenyatta University Students who come every Saturday 

* Some students of St. Mary's School: Come once every two weeks to 

entertain the elderly and help in other services. 

* Students from Queen of Apostles Seminary, a group comes to do some work 

like cutting grass, cleating the compound, etc. 

* Youth groups from different places come to entertain the elderly, for example 

on 18.7.98 St. Andrew CPK Parish youth came and spent some time with the 

aged. 

* Scout Groups 

Without proper interior organization of the project, it would not be possible to have so 

many volunteers coming in and rendering their service. They do not just come to talk, 

but to give service too. Most of the above mentioned people come to help in specified 

areas but they are all ready to give a hand where they are asked to help. 

3.4.1 Advantages of the voluntary services: 

The coming of volunteers help a lot in terms of cutting down expenses. For example: 

When St. Mary's Students came they cleared the compound, cleaned the window panes 

and this reduced the work and minimized time the employees would have spent on that 

work and instead, they did something else. 

The same students come regularly to entertain and share their time with the elderly. This 

is usually helpful because it helps the elderly to think about something else rather than 

keeping all their attention to themselves. The elderly feel good when they are with the 

young people because their memory is activated as they try to remember many past 

events in order to share with the young. The aged enjoy for the moment and long time 

later, the flashback to their youth, they relive it and it give them a feeling of being young 

again as they visualize in their imagination. The aged feel very happy when they are 

visited. 

The volunteers help to cut down the quantity of work creating more chance for 

everybody in the project to get some time to be with the elderly, to be able to give each of 
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them individual attention which they all need. When work is too much, the elderly hardly 

can get individual attention and then, the attainment of the objectives, to make them feel 

at home, is hampered. 

With help of some volunteers like Mrs. tau, who knows cooking so well, they are able 

to have a variety of foods presented to the elderly. Volunteers bring in ideas that 

enhances in one way or another the activities already being catried out. 

Animation of recreation by the Indian ladies, helps to bring in a variety of activities that 

the elderly can participate in. Since animated recreation is once every week, it is 

necessary to have different people in order to have changes that will help in activating the 

minds of the aged. With this kind of variation, the weakening memory of the aged is 

made to work. Those with little self-confidence are encouraged to do whatever little they 

can. Those who participate are usually given small gift to boost their morale. They are 

made to become more sociable and to realize that old age can not hinder their inner 

happiness. To realize that, even as weak as they are, they can make others happy and be 

happy themselves. 

Since their is proper internal organization of all activities, it is easy to have the flow of the 

activities even when the volunteers come in. There is no much time wasted on showing 

volunteers how to do things or training them. 

3.4.2 Disadvantages of these volunteer services: 

When volunteers come in a big group at one time, there is no much benefit to the project 

in terms of work because it is hard to occupy them. Due to unavailability of equipment 

some may end up wasting much time. 

Also a big group may be more disadvantageous because there are no many people to be 

with them and assist them if they are in need. 

Another disadvantage is that, a big group will make a lot of noise which will disturb the 

aged and especially those who are invalid. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

4.0 SOURCES OF FINANCES 

4.1 Historical background (an overview) 

As noted earlier, this project is run by the Congregation of the Little Sisters of the poor, 

in the spirit of their foundress Jeanne Jugan. Therefore, to understand how the sisters get 

finances for the project, and how they control it, it is necessary to go into history to 

understand what Jeanne Jugan advised her spiritual daughters on matters pertaining 

finances and resources for the project. 

To sustain the home for the first group of some elderly ladies, "Jeanne became a beggar 

maid. She asked for money„,,but also for gifts in kind: food - the remains of meals, or 

leftovers were often particularly appreciated- things, clothes: She could say 'I should be 

very gratefid if you could give me a spoonful of salt or a small piece of butter."9  To care 

for the elderly, Jeanne put herself into begging on behalf of the old ladies who lived on 

begging, before they came to ask for help from her. 

So from the very beginning, the homes for the elderly, run by the 'Little sisters of the 

poor' all over the world, are financed through begging even today. It is not easy to beg 

even for oneself, imagine for others as Cardinal Garrone noted: "And we can sympathize 

with the feeling of the girl recruited by Jeanne and anxious to follow her when she had to 

take her basket and set out... .going out begging like an old lady, on behalf of old 

women."19  Sometimes one would be lucky and is given something for the poor and 

sometimes one is treated shamefully and is humiliated as once happened to Sr. Jeanne 

Jugan, when a hot tempered person gave her a blow to emphasize his refusal, but Sr. 

Jeanne told him, "Sir, that (blow) was for me, now please give me something for my 

poor" The projects for the elderly depended entirely on charity. 

9  Paul Mileent, Jeanne Jugan Little Sisters of the poor, trans. P/3 
I°  Cardinal Garrone Poor in spirit: Little Sisters of the poor P.38 
11  ibid. , 40 
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To concretizes the policy of begging, it was even decided on a Council meeting in which 

Sr. Jeanne Jugan attended, that "The congregation cannot own investments or any regular 

income of a permanent sort." and consequently "we shall refuse any legacy or gift 

consisting of investments or entailing the endowment of beds or Masses or any other kind 

of permanent obligation."12  

Following the guidelines of the congregation and the spirit of the foundress, `Nyumba ya 

Wazee' is being financed through begging. They entirely depend on charity (donations). 

4.2 Sources offinancial resources for Nyumba ya Wazee 

Nytunba ya Wazee project is a help care project. It is non-profit making project. They 

get financial support from abroad and locally. So far they have been getting help from 

charitable organizations, from individual persons and groups of people. 

It can be said that the first help (locally) for this project was given by the Archdiocese of 

Nairobi through Cardinal Maurice Ottmga the then Archbishop of Nairobi. His 

excellency the Cardinal invited the sisters and bought a piece of land on which the project 

is situated. The bishop continued to support the project spiritually and morally but not 

materially. 

From the very humble beginnings, the project constantly and generously got help from an 

Irish man, Glen Kelly, who was the architect of the home. He built almost all the 

infrastructure in the compound free of charge. He still helps the project regularly with 

funds. He loves the good work the sisters are doing to promote human development and 

desires to participate in best way possible. He loves to promote the lives of the poor 

aged. Mr. Glen is and has been one of the major benefactors of the project materially. 

The project has received help from Helpage Kenya and Helpage Canada. These 

organizations help charitable institutions and like to undertake big projects. They helped 

to build water tanks. They are also ready to help when invited for a specific undertakings. 

12  Milcent P. 54 
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They got help from the Rotary Club. They have given them some wheelchairs and some 

other few things in the premises. The Rotary Club has also promised the project a Doctor 

who will be able to see all the aged on weekly basis. This is a big help because medical 

treatment is one of the biggest expenses the project incurs. The aged are almost always 

sick and require medical checking now and then. 

They get a lot of help from Dr. Kiura who is a doctor at Nazareth Hospital, who treats 

the aged free of charge. Every fortnight, he goes to see all the aged. He is also a surgeon 

and in case of surgical cases, he does it without charging. Although Dr. Kiura started 

giving service to the project some years ago, today he does it also as an act of 

appreciation to the sisters for the good service and care they gave to his mother who was 

taken to the home when she was in great need. 

One lady promised to give some equipment for physiotherapy within a short time. These 

will cost a lot and the project can not afford to buy but they can maintain them. The 

physiotherapy equipment will help the aged to have a variety of activities they can do e.g. 

lifting small weights, moving body parts that are weak, etc. in order to exercise and 

strengthen the bones and muscles which are rapidly weakening. 

In some hospitals like Nairobi, MP Shah, Aga Khan, Nazareth, etc. where the seriously 

sick are treated e.g. cancer patients needing special treatment, they are given special 

deducted charges. In this way, they save money and they are able to do other things hie 

buying medicines for the patients. Whatever medicines are expensive and difficult to get 

here in Kenya the Sisters in France sends for the home in Nairobi. 

The project has got help from the friends of the congregation in France and Spain, who 

donated two vehicles. These are used for the service of the aged. 

They get some help from some parishes here in Kenya. They bring to the project clothes, 

food stuff, money collection, etc. 
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Since there is no other form of income it is understood that, there has to be many 

benefactors to give in something if the project is to survive. In this connection, there are 

some regular benefactors who help the project with food stuff on weekly or monthly basis 

and they are all local donors. 

Some of the things they get from regular benefactors are: 

-150 loaves of bread from five places a week. 

-Vegetables and fruits from three different places in a week. 

-10 kg. of fish once a month. 

-5 Kg. of minced meat once a month. 

-90 crates of milk paid for every month. 

-Powder milk is given by other donors. 

-Soaps, toothpaste, body lotions are given every three months enough for that duration. 

-20 kg. x 2 cooking fat per month. They get more cooking fat as they go on there regular 

begging rounds which substitute when the regular donation finishes. 

-100 kg of sugar and 100 kg of rice are donated every month by another person. 

As sisters go out to collect what is given by regular benefactors, they beg in order to get 

other things like beans, flour, etc. which are not given on regular basis yet they need 

them. They accept donations in various forms like, money, cheques and donations in 

kind. The money they get is used for running the home and whatever remains they bank it 

for emergencies. 

It is a pity that the government of Kenya (authority) has never helped the project in any 

way. Well, it is necessary to note that the sisters do not wish to work in close connection 

with the government because this home is a private institution. Secondly, the government 

may at one time try to monopolize the management and hence paralyze it as has 

happened to many institutes run by the government. To have greater freedom in running 

the home they prefer to depend on themselves and expect nothing from the government. 
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4.3 Thinning for income and expenditures 

Bearing in mind the nature of sources of finances the project does not have a planned 

budget as such. The management can not plan for the income because they do not know 

how much they will be given. Sometimes they get much while other times they get less. 

It all depend on the conditions of the donors. 

What they budget for is the expenditure. Every month, they have to pay for; gas 

electricity, telephone, security, city council water supply, sanitary services offered by Bins 

company Ltd., the company dealing with killing and eradication of rats and all these 

services have to be budgeted for. They budget for petty cash which they have to spend 

on daily running of the project e.g. buying fuel, buying coffins for those who die, etc. 

They spend some money on giving to the aged. Every month, they give them Ksh. 20 

each. This pocket money is for their leisure needs. 

They have to plan for employees compensation. 

The employees get a basic salary ranging between Ksh. 3,400 and Ksh. 5,500. 

Besides that, they have a house allowance of Ksh. 880 and Ksh. 990 a month depending 

on their working group. When going for the annual leave, they are given Ksh. 1,325 

traveling allowance. They are given Ksh. 660 for what they call monthly relief 

All the employees are members of National Social Security Fund (N.S.S.F), hence they 

pay each 80/- while the employer pays Ksh 80 for each of them. They are also registered 

with National Hospital Insurance Fund (N.H.I.F) and they pay Ksh. 80 each. They pay a 

service charge of Ksh. 40 each and the employer pays Ksh. 170 for all. 

Treating the employees well boost their morale to work better. They feel more 

motivated. Being members of the above organizations give a sense of security and it is 

very beneficial to them and to the project (see appendix No. 3) 

All women employees are provided with uniform which includes a dress, a Kanga, head 

scuff and a pair of slippers. All the uniforms are washed and ironed within the premises 

of the project. 
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NB: I did not have access to financial records except those concerning the 

employees, all the information was orally transmitted and therefore I did not cross check. 

I was told that they write a financial report every month. They also write an annual 

financial report which they send to the Superior- General of the congregation. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

5.0 Strategies 

5.1 Short-term strategies and long-term 

In this project, it is not easy to clear-cut the difference of short-temt strategies from the 

long-term strategies because the short-terms ends up being long-tenrn strategies. Some of 

these strategies are: 

* feeding the aged. 

* Looking after their hygiene. 

* Looking after their spiritual needs. 

Begging. 

Looking at these strategies we realize• that it is not something to offer for a short while but 

something that has to be perpetually provided. 

5.2.1 Strengths of the project 

Although the project depends on God's providence, it has financial sustainability. From 

the first glance one wonders how the project can be sustained financially through total 

dependence on donations but history has proved that it is possible. The homes of the aged 

run by the Little Sisters of the Poor are a living evidence that trusting in providence does 

work. The readiness of people to keep on donating is something motivated by the sisters 

through their proper management of the funds, their transparency and accountability 

without which many donors would have stopped helping long ago. Finances are spent to 

cater for all needs of the home. There is no misappropriation of funds. 

NB: This is my own assumption because I had no access to budgeting reports. 

* There is team-spirit between the Sisters and the employees which facilitate 

collaboration. 

* The project is person oriented not target oriented, therefore all the best is done 

to create a home atmosphere for the aged. 

* The project has helped many aged people to live longer and happier lives. 

* The project has created job opportunities for some people. 
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* All the workers are given leave every ye,ar and an off day every week. This is 

health for the workers because they are able to regain their strength and work 

more fruitfully. 

5.2.2 Weaknesses of the project 

The Local people are not involved much in administration of the project, hence it does 

not belong to them but to the sisters. This implies that, in case the Sisters are not able to 

run it or if they close the convent, the project would collapse. They may ask a new 

congregation to take care of the project but it will run under completely new 

management. They would also opt to transfer the aged to other homes for the aged run 

by their congregation sisters. In all these ways, the project would be changed even before 

attaining its long-term plans. 

There is inadequate number of sisters. This is a big problem because the sisters are the 

primary caregivers in this home. 

The project can not sustain it self financially. 

5.3.1 Opportunities the project enjoy 

Nearness to the City centre; being near to the city help the home to attain most of its 

needs e.g. accessibility to social amenities, medical centres, transportation and 

communications. 

They are near to big businesses and people who can afford to donate for sustenance of 

the project. 

In Nairobi there are people from various religious background and this has some benefits 

to the project. Many Indians who contribute a lot materially have Buddhism, Sikhism 

and Hinduism religious background. Although they are the haves compared to other 

Residents, their religious norms encourage much supporting of the aged . In Buddhism 

tradition for example, the elderly are respected for their wisdom and for the way they 
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have worked and cared for the community. The aged are thought to have something to 

contribute to development of the society due to their wisdom and experiences. This 

perspective helps a Buddhist to do his utmost to support the aging!' For the Hindus it is 

believed that, caring for the needy is a way of acquiring unseen merits!' There are many 

others from different religious background and they help with finances and donations in 

kind. 

Another opportunity is the popularity of the ministry of nursing and nurturing the 

poor aged by the Little Sisters of the Poor all over the world. The fruits of their work are 

widely known. When people about the Sisters, they are ready to contribute. 

In Africa, there are many women joining the congregation, this is an essential future 

human resources. 

5.3.2 Obstacles to flourishing of the project 

There is a problem of lack of security, they have experienced robbery which left most of 

the Sisters with a lot of fear. The fence is cut many times. 

The telephone is another obstacle, many times it is disconnected and they are somehow 

cut from outside world because even if they have a problem they can not be helped. The 

aged might suffer even die without any means of contacting the doctor during emergency. 

5.4 Future plans 

When I visited Nyumba ya Wazee, it was a time of transition. The new Superior had just 

arrived. Her councillors were new in the home. Four out of eights sisters had just arrived. 

The followings are some of the proposals they had for the development of the project in 

the near future. 

cf. Peggy Morgan, "Reflection on Buddhism" In Ethical Issues in Six Religious Traditions Morgan, 
Peggy & Clive Lawton, eds., (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 1996), p 74. 

Cf Werner Menski, "Reflecting on Hinduism" Ibid. p30. 
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The administrators have realized that the aged are most of the time idle even after helping 

in the few domestic chores. Idleness has led many to be restless and even to engage with 

iiresponsible behavior like alcohol over drinking. To counteract idleness, there is a 

proposal to start a vegetable garden in which they will give small portions to the aged to 

look after and to bring the produce for common use. 

In order to have variety of activities, there is another proposal that they start a small shop 

where the aged can buy things for their leisure needs e.g. tobacco, cigarettes, sweets, etc. 

In this way, they can spend the money given for their leisure use in the home to benefit 

the project itself The management of the shop is hoped to be in the care of the aged but 

be accountable to the Sisters. 

In the future, there is a plan to expand a room for physiotherapy and to equip it so that 

they can carry out physiotherapy activities for the aged. Doing physiotherapy regularly 

will help to reduce some of muscles and bones (limbs) problems which are very common 

with the aged. 

To ensure that there is a deep sense of team spirit between the employer and the 

employees, the Sisters are hoping to make a well organized program to look after 

employees' needs. They want to start visiting their employees to see what are their needs 

and what problems they face which could hinder them from working effectively. Also to 

have regular meetings with the employees and help them be more united with each other. 

5.5 How is the project related to development of the local people? 

The project has created job opportunities, the people with job are empowered 

economically. 

It has helped to promote life, the lives of the aged and the lives of those in the society 

who would take up such a huge responsibility of caring for the aged amidst poverty. 
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The project witnesses to the society, which has become so capitalistic and materialistic, 

that a human person is more valuable than what one can produce. It witnesses that the 

aged are valuable even at their materially unproductive stage. Therefore, the project 

stand for what the Pope said in his encyclical letter that, "it will be necessary above all to 

abandon a mentality in which the poor- as individual and as a people- are considered a 

burden, as irksome intruders to trying to consume what others have produced:45  

The employees are helped to appreciate the aged poor. They are helped to understand 

the nature of the work of serving the aged. It is a work which requires virtues of 

gentleness, patience, and forgiveness. This 'training' helps the employees to leant how to 

look after other aged even their own parents. Thus, the problem of helping the aged is 

averted. All of us enjoy in one way or another the efforts of those who are old and 

helpless today. Without their effort it would not be possible for us to enjoy as we do, 

hence we need to appreciate them. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Looking critically into our present time, I feel that AIDS is a big challenge for the global 

society and for the holistic development of the peoples. It is time to search for concrete 

ways in which we are going to use in order to welcome these patients, ways to reach out 

to the lost ones while leaving the others and to rejoice when we have reunited them to the 

group (Cf., Lk: 15:4). AIDS patients are the lepers of our time, they need our support, 

love, care, attention and they need someone to listen to them, they want to hear from a 

loving voice saying to them, 'I am here with you, for you and to support you'. They 

want to hear, 'your sins are forgiven' (Mk, 2:11); your guilt is no more; neither do I 

condemn you (Jn: 8:11). This challenge is also posed to the project of the Nyumba ya 

Wazee. If we do not take care of the Aids patients, who will look after them? They are 

seriously marginalised and even being sent away from hospitals. (See appendix No.4 ) 

15  Pope John Paul II, p. 60. 
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What the retirees get as retirement benefits can not sustain a family during retirement 

period when there is no forthcoming income. To counter this problem, I would 

recommend that the Sister in-charge try to train the employees on importance of saving as 

they earn. To saw for the future so that they may have what Manyara ICirago called a 

painless retirement duration (See appendix No.5 ). 

It would be good for the project to improve on net-working with other homes for the 

aged run by other people. 

There is a plan to establish some activities which can be done by the aged. To add on the 

plan, I would suggest that the project have an organized plan of activities so that they 

introduce more activities like basketry, weaving, etc. for those who are more able in their 

hands than feet. 

CONCLUSION 

Caring for the aged is vital role for all in the society. Nyumba ya Wazee has responded to 

the needs of the aged and have tried to make their lives more manageable. As we thank 

God for Man's ability and advancement in medical technology which has prolonged life 

span of people, it is our duty and responsibility to look after the aged who can not help 

themselves much. 

, 

fl 
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'Hospital sends Aids patients home 
By MON Cemispendent 	which the institution found diffi- The Nyahururu District Hospital cult to handle. 	 Mrs Karntmge said during an asi.:_is ses2diit_Brhack, ,...hant 

lnstJwt  
e.,.._ . all .Ah.h Pa- 	

She said three-quarters of the on the increase 
lithe area, adding 

baa'Z'sritars'nm̀atraw. Mrs  bed ocameney at the hospital was interview that cases of Aids were 
Priscah Karnurtge, said the move _ . . ..bY Aida  Patients,  addiag that this 

such patients on how best to care 
programme to educate 'datives of 
that the Government had started a was nawssaitaaw by 	asaaa  of ovoisuetotted the institution's ca- 

such latients in the hospital, PiCstYlaadt athasPaaiallts; 
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Retirem en ow 
to make it painless 

save each month to-reach your target, to im- 

with in -insurance company to enjoy the same 
tax benefits. 

No matter how good your pension scheme is, 
it is unlikely to give you enough retirement in-
come. You need additional savings and invest-
ments to ensure your security in old age: 

To maintain their standard of living, most 
people need about 70 per cent to 80 per cent of 
their pre-retirement income after they retire. 
The difference between this retirement income 
goal and the income from pension plans and any 
other income you may have is the shortfall. This 
is the amount your personal savings and invest-
ments outside the pension plan must produce 
for you to live comfortably. 

The investment assets needed to produce this 
income is the amount you should aim to have by 
the time you retire. If you assume an avenge re-
turn on your invested assets of 14 per cent, it is 
then 'easy to calculate the amount of investment 
required to give you the income you need. 

• Even before we factor in inflation, the 
amount you need to save may shock you; it will 
be singe and seemingly unattainable amount' 

• For example, a retiree who needs Sh152,000 
a year (Sh21,000 a month) must have saved 
Shl,800,000 (assuming it is invested to,produce 
a return of 14 per cent) by the time be retires if 
he is to live off the income of his savings only. • 

But take heart, if you take advantage of the 
amazing power of cornpounding;. -it can 'be • 
achieved. A personal finance consultant will be 
able to calculate for you bow much all mint 

prove your chances of success, you should: 	, 
0 Start saving as early as possible; Time makes 
a dramatic difference. A person who waits until 

• he has only 10 years to go beforestarring his re-
tirementsavings must save about five and a half 

- - -. 	By PRANYARA KIRAGO 	- 
Just think about it Could you live the next 20 
years without an income? It never occurs to 
many people that this is exactly the challenge 
retirees face. 

Without adequate planning, retirement could 
mean many years of poverty, fear and indignity. 
One is afraid of becoming ill because they can-
not afford treatment, worried about rising prices 
Is you may not be able to feed yourself. You 
also suffer the indignity of becoming a burden 
to others, especially your children, as you are 
forced to ask for handouts. • 

Snuggling financially in old age is devastat-
ing and so one of the major goals of every per-
son should be to ensure you have enough to live 

• on when you stop working. Flow? By regularly 
and consistently saving and investing for retire-' 
ment during your working life. 

Money to lave on in retirement can come. 
• from the employer's pension plan, National So- 
• cial Security Fund benefits, • personal savings 

ind investments. Social security benefits are too 
-;peagre to be of any consequence. If your an- 

- 	ployer has • registered pension plan, this is a 
.,•_• -good plime to have your money, even mom so if 
r they *Esticontribute toyour accatmtTlits is he- 

_ Cause contributions ... 
before-tax 

 to.  eregisteredd pension 
7 schemes are made 

thus reducing your taxes, and the invested funds 
vow tax-free until you begin with&awing. 

Lf your employer Matches year contribution,tion, 
• this immediately giviiires atfht:00 per cent return 
of your money 1.— 	else will you get 

i 	such a return without risk. 
. 	If you are self-employed or your employer 

t: 	does not have • registered pension scheme, you 
t 	should set wan individual nsizement scheme  

times the monthly savings of one who starts 
with 20 years to go! • 
0 Invest in stocks. A well-diversified portfolio 
of shares in stable and growing companies pro-
duces better returns in the long run than other 
investments. The longer you have to go before 
retirement, the more stocks should dominate 
your investments. As retirement approaches, 
say three to four years, start winding down on 
the percentage of stocks in your portfolio. Con-
sult a professional to avoid mistakes. 
0 For compounding to work for you, ensure 
that all dividends and interest payments are re-
invested. This is critical in order to reach that 
seemingly unattainable goal. 
0 Always consider the effect of taxation and 
lean more to tax-advantaged investments. 

Dividends are taxed at 5 per cent, interest 
from housing development bonds at 10 percent, 
interest from fixed deposits, treasury bonds, and 
savings accounts at 15 per cent, and interest 
from bearer bonds at 20 per cent. 	- 

Living off income from investments is the 
safest way to go into retirement because they do 
not require your active management and even if 

e you become feeble and ill, you will still have . 
money to pay for your needs. Planning td live 
• off business incomes alone is not recommended 
• because even after many successful years, it can 

still fail. If you have a business, you should still 
save and invest outside the business. 	• 

For those who plan to take their pension in a 
lump sum and start a business with tt, a word of 

',caution. You are taking probably the riskiest 
n?ad to fimding your retirement especially if 

cri have no business experience. 
a Mr Mamma Kirage is an Independent 
Personal Finance Coruniltant 
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